Predictive simulations of assembled structures raises some computational challenges for usual industrial structures. It is indeed necessary to deal with non-linear phenomena, such as contact or friction, and to consider sources of uncertainties mainly responsible for the deviation between the effective behaviour of the structure and results from deterministic simulations. Each of these two features of assembled structures requires intensive computational resources and the significant number of joints of actual structures increases even more the computational cost. In order to address such problems, this work aims to provide a pragmatic approach to robustly characterize the vibrational behaviour of light assembled structures considering the variability of the parameters of the joints. All the uncertainties of the whole problem are assumed to be associated to the joint interfaces. First, a nominal model of a joint consistent with the studied structure is identified using experimental data. Then a stochastic model of a joint is defined by considering the mechanical design variables of the nominal model as random variables. Based on an approximation of the maximum likelihood principle, the parameters of this stochastic model of joint are identified. A straightforward non-intrusive strategy referred to as the Stochastic Model Reduction (SMR) approach is used in the identification procedure of the stochastic model of the joint. The ease of implementation and the efficiency of the SMR approach justify this choice. The proposed approach is applied to an academic structure which is representative of light assembled structures: a three beam bolted frame. A stochastic model of joint characterized by its stiffness is thus implemented for each elementary joint of this frame. It allows us to characterize the variability of the vibrational behaviour of the frame taking into account the variability of each joint. Finally the comparison of the predicted stochastic response with the experimental behaviour of the structure shows that the proposed approach allows to tackle the variability of the actual structure. The proposed approach has been developed in the purpose of industrial applications. Based on a pragmatic modeling of the joint, a non-intrusive numerical tool and a stochastic modeling, the whole strategy could be indeed easily implemented on more complex industrial assemblies.
Introduction
Taking into consideration the variability of parameters during the design phase of a structure allows especially to design solutions more robust to deviations between the actual system and the nominal designed system. This design approach can be defined as robust design [1] as proposed by Zang, Friswell, and Mottershead [2] : "A product or process is said to be robust when it is insensitive to the effects of sources of variability, even through the sources themselves have not been eliminated". In other terms, the design of the system is then achieved in order to be independent of the variability of the actual system. Focusing on the vibrational behaviour of a structure, this would allow to robustly design devices dedicated to vibration reduction which could be mistuned if the effective vibrational behaviour of the structure differs from the expected one simulated during the design phase. For instance piezoelectric devices [3] [4] [5] or tuned mass dampers [6, 7] could be considered for such purpose. The formulation of an efficient and accurate stochastic model paves the way for the use of advanced design methods based for example on robust optimisation [8] or reliability-based optimisation [9] .
Different sources of uncertainties can lead to such variability. Uncertainties are referred to as parametrical uncertainties when they concern variability in design parameters and to as non-parametrical uncertainties when they are associated to a lack of knowledge on the considered model. Relying on the probability theory, the probabilistic approach of uncertainties provides a powerful, efficient and effective tool for modeling and for solving direct and inverse problems [10, 11] . The developments presented in this paper are addressed in this probabilistic framework.
This work focuses on light assembled structures which include localized sources of uncertainties, such as friction and contact in the joint interfaces, boundary conditions or defective parts. We consider the simplified case where the assembled structure could be modelled considering a separation of difficulties [12] : the parts of the assembly are assumed to be deterministic and with a linear mechanical behavior whereas the interfaces between parts incorporate all the uncertainties of the whole problem and could be weakly non-linear. These uncertainties are assumed to be mainly responsible for deviation between the Martin Ghienne, Luc Laurent & Claude Blanzé. Robust characterization of the vibrational behaviour of light assembled structures with random parameters. Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing, 136, 2020. doi: 10.1016/j.ymssp.2019.106510 effective behaviour of the structure and results from deterministic simulations for that kind of structures. Light assembled structures can be defined as a significant number of slender sub-structures having an elastic linear behaviour assembled together with joints. Joints involve non-linear phenomena as contact and friction in their interface, affecting the vibrational behaviour of the overall assembled structure. Taking into account these phenomena in a numerical model to simulate the behaviour of a single joint could be time consuming and, therefore it would be difficult to consider an entire lightweight structures assembled with numerous joints. In addition considering uncertainties with classical methods also requires intensive computations. The robust characterization of the vibrational behaviour of industrial assembled structures using direct methods is therefore difficult to achieve. The main purpose of this work is to provide a straightforward framework for the robust design of light assembled structures. Considering light structures enables us to ensure a well-known behaviour. Extension on massive 3D assembled structures (such as [13, 14] ) could be easily considered but will not be addressed in this paper.
The literature reviews numerous models allowing to take into account the influence of the joints on assembled structures with different modelling scales. Three scales of description could be identified to describe the behaviour of a joint: the smallest scale considers the local behaviour of the joint interface, the intermediate scale aims to describe a global function between loads applied on each assembled part and displacements in the interface, the broader scale aims to describe the influence of the joint on the behaviour of the overall assembled structure without describing the effective local displacements of the assembled parts in the vicinity of the joint interface. This classification is proposed in the scope of this work and aims to distinguish a scale where each part of the joint is considered (meso scale) and an overall scale (macro scale) "from the structure point of view" where the joint can be seen as a part of the structure with specific dynamical properties. The underlying idea is that, from the local contact description of the macro scale point of view, these models require more or less computing resources depending on their ability to describe the joint physics. This classification is briefly developed in the next Section. The most suitable model to characterize the vibrational behaviour of light assembled structures with a significant number of joints is then identified.
Even if numerous models of joint can be found in the literature, modelling joints and simulating assembled structures considering uncertainties is not so widespread. Ghanem et al. [15] consider the case of a space-frame constituted of homogeneous deterministic segments connected to each other by a band of material whose Young's modulus is modelled as a spatially varying stochastic process. The stochastic vibrational problem is solved using a spectral method. Even if the studied structure could be assimilated to a bolted frame, the purpose of this work is not dedicated to the vibrational characterization of assembled structures and no particular conclusion could be drawn on this topic. Mignolet, Song, and Wang [16] consider a Monte-Carlo simulation to compare the variability of the dynamical properties of a joint to experimental data. A stochastic model of joint is proposed based on the Iwan model [17, 18] and identified using a maximum likelihood strategy. This approach requires experimental data obtained on a single joint isolated from the global assembled structure, which is not always possible. Daouk et al. [19] study the dynamical behaviour of an assembled structure considering uncertainties in the joint stiffness of an industrial structure. They compare three classical parametric probabilistic methods referred to as the Monte-Carlo Simulation [20] , the Perturbation method [21] and the Subspace Reduction method [22] , to a non probabilistic approach referred to as the Lake Of Knowledge (LOK) theory [23] . The LOK theory is an uncertainty propagation technique suitable to epistemic uncertainty characterization which may also take into account random uncertainties. Non probalistic interval's approaches could be also considered to study the influence of the uncertainties of parameters on the natural frequencies and on frequency response functions [24] [25] [26] . The present work assumes that the variability of the joints dynamical properties is mainly due to the system parameter's randomness. A probabilistic framework is thus preferred hereafter.
The aim of this work is to provide numerical tools for the robust design of light assembled structures. Considering a given assembled structure, the proposed approach is to first identify a "just sufficient" nominal model of the studied joints. By "just sufficient" we mean a model with a minimum number of parameters (here the stiffnesses of the joints), a low computational cost and just sufficient to reflect the observable physics. This approach aims to be driven by the actual behaviour of an assembled structure. The nominal model of the studied joints will thus be settled based on experimental observations. In a second phase, a stochastic model of joint is defined by randomizing the parameters of the nominal model. Randomizing means here to define a probability density function that characterizes the stochastic behaviour of the mechanical design variables 1 using the maximum entropy principle. Finally, the characteristics of the parameters of this stochastic model of joint 2 are identified using an approximation of the maximum likelihood principle. A straightforward non-intrusive approach developed in previous work [27, 28] and referred to as the Stochastic Model Reduction (SMR) approach is used to simulate the vibrational behaviour of the structure. The efficiency of this approach allows to integrate it in the identification procedure of a stochastic model of joint. To facilitate the understanding, the proposed approach will be applied to an academic structure representative of light assembled structures: a bolted frame inspired by the work of Van Buren et al. [29] . An illustration of this frame is presented on Figure 1 . The first part of this paper aims to pick a nominal model of the studied joint. After reviewing classical models of joints, a model adapted to the studied structure is selected and identified according to experimental observations. An effective numerical framework for the characterization of the vibrational behaviour of structures with random parameters is then developed. Based on this numerical tool, the 1 The terms "design variables" is here used to designate the mechanical parameters in opposition of the parameters which governed the probability distributions. parameters of a stochastic model of joint are identified using a straightforward procedure. Finally, the robust characterization of the vibrational behaviour of different multi-bolted frames is presented. Figure 2 : Schematic representation of the scales considered in the joint modelling.
A nominal model of joint based on experimental macroscopic observation 2.1 A brief overview of joint modelling etc
In this Section, a brief overview of joint modelling is presented. Figure 2 and Table 1 summarize the main methods and references presented below. Modelling mechanical phenomena in the joint interfaces is defined hereafter as microscopic scale. It is based on constitutive or tribological models providing a local description of the joint. Analytical constitutive models can be found in the literature [50] [51] [52] but existing applications are limited to simple geometry of structures with specific loads. Approaches based on finite element discretization of the joint parts allow to tackle more complex geometry [53, 54] . The friction model between elementary contact areas is generally based on Coulomb's law. The main drawback of these approaches is their computational costs: the non-linear problem is mainly solved using iterative algorithms as Newton-Raphson methods and the contact description in the joint interface requires very refined mesh. Tribological models decrease even more the scale of modelling to describe the contact between asperities of each contact surfaces [55, 56] . They are usually based on Hertz theory and Coulomb's model. These models have a strong dependency to experimental measures and generally assume that the normal preload of the interface is constant over a loading cycle of the joint, which is hardly obtained experimentally. Improved models are also proposed for dealing with specific material behaviour at the contact interface and rough contact surface [57] but these strategies require accurate description of the contact surface. To sum up, constitutive models are not adapted to assembled structures with numerous joints and sub-structures requiring high number of degrees of freedom.
Defined hereafter as mesoscopic scale, the whole joint is modelled using phenomenological or rheological models in order to describe a global function between loads applied on each assembled part and displacements in the interface. They are based on experimental observations and do not necessarily aim to describe the actual physics of the joint interface. Different classical rheological models can be found in the literature [38] [39] [40] [41] . The Signum-Friction model is based on Coulomb's law and does not consider sticking of the joint's interface. The Elasto-slip model, also referred to as Jenkins element, Masing element or Coulomb element, takes into account the deformation of the joint prior to interfacial slip. The Dahl model [42] computes the friction force by integrating the joint displacement. The shape of the obtained Force-Displacement hysteresis loop is then tuned using a dedicated parameters. These three models do not consider the Stribeck effect (the friction force first decreases then increases when the friction velocity increases). The Lund Grenoble model [43] , (LuGre model), tackles this drawback by considering the joint interface as a set of bristles with a given stiffness and applying a Dahl's model at each bristle end. Initially dedicated to thermoviscoplastic materials, the Valanis model [38, 44] allows to describe macro and micro slips of the joint interface with a single formulation. A non-linear equation involving the relative displacement and velocity of the joint interface and four parameters are used to obtain the friction force. The four parameters have to be identified from a measured hysteresis loop. The Bouc-Wen model [45, 46] describes the friction force considering a general hysteresis loop with no direct physical meaning. The main drawback of this model is that it does not satisfy the Masing rule [47, 48] from which, for a loading cycle with total slip of the interface, the instantaneous stiffness at the load reversal point is equal to the sticking stiffness. The last phenomenological model developed here is the Iwan model [17, 18] . This model allows to describe an hysteresis loop using parallel-serie and serie-parallel networks of Jenkins elements with different sliding thresholds. Using a continuous distribution of Jenkins elements, the number of parameters of this model can be reduced [48, 49] . The four-parameter Iwan model proposed by Segalman [49] is probably one of the most popular one. Phenomenological models presented here describe the behaviour of joint interfaces under shear loads and consider a constant pressure in the joint interface. These models are not adapted if the joint interface is not loaded in shear only, as in the case of a bending moment applied to a lap joint between two beams. To overcome this limitation, Song et al. [30] propose a beam element formulation based on two Iwan models wisely combined.
Finally, the last modelling scale presented here corresponds to the scale of the overall assembled structure. Referred to as macroscopic scale, it aims to characterize the dynamical behaviour of assembled structures with several joints without aiming to describe the actual micro-slip of the joint interfaces. In other terms, only the equivalent stiffness and damping of the joint regarding the overall structure eigenfrequencies and magnitude are considered. Even if approaches as multi-body system approach [31] or spectral element method [32, 33] can be found in the literature to model parts of an assembled structure, the most common method uses a finite element discretization of the sub-structures of the assembly. Considering a finite element framework, the influence of joints on the overall assembled structure could be taken into account considering zero-thickness elements [34, 35] , thin layer elements [34] or node-to-node elements [29, 30, 34, 36] . Gant, Champaney, and Rouch [58] proposes a model updating approach considering a simple one-dimensional model of joint and a constitutive relation error. The most straightforward approach consists in modelling the joint with a single node-to-node element. Generic stiffness and damping are then defined between nodes from each assembled part [29, 36] . An illustration of this model is presented on Figure 3a for the case of the bolted frame considered in this work. This model requires to define stiffness and damping for each degree of freedom at each assembled node. A node-to-node element can also be defined between each node pair of the joint interface. Van Buren et al. [29] used a rigid node-to-node link between node pair in a given radius of influence as shown on Figure 3b . This radius can be seen as a model of the sticking area of the joint interface. A combination between non-rigid elements and radius of influence could also be implemented. Rather than meshing each assembled part with standard elements and adding relations between pair nodes, the last approach consists in meshing all the joints with dedicated elements formulated to take into account the behaviour of the bolted joint as proposed by Ahmadian and Jalali [37] or Song et al. [30] . Ahmadian and Jalali [37] consider a beam finite element formulation to propose a generic definition of the components of the mass and stiffness matrices of a joint. A similar approach is also proposed by Song et al. [30] . This allows, for instance, to implement directly in these matrices the different phenomenological models previously defined. The easiest way to implement this model using a commercial finite element software is to use standard element formulation and to apply dedicated materials properties to the elements corresponding to the joint area. For instance, considering only the stiffness of the joint, an equivalent Young's modulus could be applied to the frame elements corresponding to the joint as illustrated on Figure 3c .
Experimental identification of the joint behaviour
In order to select a model of joint adapted to the studied structure, a preliminary differential analysis has been performed to highlight and quantify the influence of the bolted joint on the behaviour of the assembled frame. The vibrational behaviour of two frames, a frame with only one bolted joint and an equivalent monolithic frame, are thus compared to evaluate the influence of the bolted joint.
Only the stiffness of the bolted joint is considered in this paper. The next Section aims to present the experimental setup used in the context of this work.
Description of the experimental setup
The experimental setup is constituted of a frame clamped to a base plate. The vibrational behaviour of the frame is characterized using a laser scanning vibrometer and a sweep sine excitation applied using a shaker as illustrated on Figure 4 . The considered frequency bandwidth is from 0 to 1250 Hz chosen to be able to observe the 10 first eigenmodes which remain clearly identifiable during the whole study. The excitation is applied at 11.5 cm from the frame base, centered on the vertical beam. The frame is assembled with M 8 × 25 steel bolts and adapted steel washers. The Young modulus of the beams constituting the frame has been identified experimentally using a standard tensile-test and is equal to Y alu = 65.5 GPa. The excitation magnitude and the bolt tightening are assumed to be the predominant parameters on the bolted joint behaviour. The experimental setup allows us to study the influence of these two parameters on the joint stiffness. Each bolt are instrumented with strain gauges, as illustrated on Figure 5 , to infer the applied tightening. In the following of this paper, three tightening torques for each bolt referred to as low, medium and high tightening levels will be considered. The preload applied by the joint to the assembled parts is less than 100 N for the lowest tightening level. It corresponds to a bolt tightened by hand. The medium level corresponds to a preload of 1800 N. The strongest tightening is about 6000 N and corresponds to the limit of local lamination of the assembled parts. These preload levels will be designated respectively as levels (1), (2) and (3) in the following.
Finally, two magnitudes of excitation are considered. The first, referred to as "low" magnitude is tuned in order to ensure a linear behaviour of the frame. The second, referred to as "high" magnitude, is chosen five times higher. The excitation magnitude is driven by the input signal applied to the shaker.
The clamping system has been designed in order to ensure a repeatable mounting of the frame on the base plate. The vertical beams are positioned in the vertical plane using a plane contact and a three hold point system. The position of the beams is ensured by the clamping pressure applied by a steel vice. The clamped beams are in aluminium, this allows to locally deform the beams to well fit the shape of the vice jaws. The equivalent stiffnesses of the clamping system have been identified in a preliminary experimental study using a model updating technique [28] . It will not be developed here for the sake of brevity.
Identification of the joint behaviour
Using the experimental setup previously described, the experimental differential analysis is performed. The Frequency Response Function (FRF) of a monolithic frame and a frame with only one bolted joint are compared on Figure 6 . As expected, the bolted joint affects the dynamical characteristics of the assembly: a decrease of its eigenfrequencies is observed; the joint stiffness increases with the tightening toward a limit value. The excitation magnitude tends to soften the joint. This is due to the slipping area in the joint interface which increases with the excitation magnitude and decreases with the joint tightening [59] . Similar results can be found in the literature, for example [36, 60] . The experimental observations also highlight a particular dependency of the joint stiffness to the frame's eigenfrequencies as illustrated on Figure 7 . This figure illustrates the relative variation of eigenfrequencies of the assembled frame with only one bolt and the monolithic one. It also shows the relative variation of the modal damping ratio associated to each mode. The modal damping factors are identified using the classical Nyquist circle-fit-method [61] . It can be noticed that the damping induced by the joint is negligible in most cases except for modes 5 and 8. For this reason, this work is limited to the modelling of the joint stiffness. The modal damping identified experimentally is used to compute the numerical FRF of the frame.
For each eigenfrequency, the associated eigenshape differs from the others, which results in a different loading configuration of the joint and, as a consequence, in a different joint stiffness. For the considered frame, the joints are mostly loaded in bending. The joint stiffness model should consequently depend on the local curvature of the frame eigenshapes. Quantitatively, the observed shift of the bolted frame eigenfrequencies with the magnitude holds below one percent which illustrates a weak non-linearity of the behaviour of the assembled structure. A linear macroscopic model of joint seems therefore sufficient, the variability due to the excitation magnitude would be taken into account through the stochastic extension of this model. The observed behaviour of the bolted frame leads us to also model the variability due to the bolt tightening through the stochastic model.
The studied structure is made of slender parts, a beam finite element model is then adapted to simulate its vibrational behaviour. Numerous interface models can be found in the literature as mentioned on Section 2.1. For beam like structures, node-to-node elements are well adapted. Experimental results indicate that the sought model should directly relate the joint stiffness to the local curvature of the structure. By definition, the bending deformation energy of a beam depends directly on the curvature and is proportional to Y I, where Y is the Young's modulus and I the area moment of inertia associated to bending. The element's nodes belonging to each assembled part in the joint area are linked using node-to-node rigid connections. The joint stiffness is modeled through an equivalent Young's modulus applied to the beam elements in this area as illustrated on Figure 3c .
To identify the Young's modulus of the chosen nominal model, we choose to minimize the least square error using a simplex-based minimization algorithm, proposed on Equation (1), between the first N experimental (f exp k ) and simulated eigenfrequencies (f EF k ) of the frame.
(1) Figure 8 illustrates the nominal FRF of the frame simulated with the finite element model defined on Figure 3c and the identified Young's modulus (Y = 11.5 GPa) in the joint area . Figure 2 shows the relative error between experimental eigenfrequencies and eigenfrequencies simulated with the identified Young modulus. The nominal model of the bolted joint is then just sufficient to simulate the behaviour of a frame with a single bolt on its vertical beam. It might be reminded that the previous development was applied to a bolted joint linked to a vertical beam of the studied frame. As a bolt positioned on the horizontal beam would not necessarily be loaded in a similar manner, the identification process and the needed experimental results have been reiterated for this second bolt configuration. Similar results are obtained and, for simplicity's sake, would not be presented here. To illustrate the dynamic behaviour of the fully bolted frame, the first ten eigenshapes of the frame simulated with these two deterministic models of joint are illustrated on Figure 9 .
A simple nominal model of a joint has been defined and identified for the studied assembled frame. This model will be extended in order to define and identify a stochastic model of a joint. The next Section aims to define an appropriate framework to characterize the vibrational behaviour of an assembled structure considering the variability of the joint's parameters. 3 Uncertainties for assemblies on the context of vibration
State of art
Methods for propagation of uncertainty can be divided into two categories depending on whether they are probabilistic or not. Non-probabilistic approaches as fuzzy logic [62] , interval approaches or lackof-knowledge theory [19, 23, 58] are justified for epistemic and random uncertainties. Nevertheless, probabilistic approaches aim to model the natural variability of random phenomena. Two branches can be identified. On the one hand, parametric probabilistic approaches aim to model the variability of the parameters of a given model. On the other hand non-parametric probabilistic approaches intend to take into account uncertainties due to measurement or to the model itself [10] . The parametric probabilistic approach consists in modeling the uncertain parameters of the computational model by random variables and then in constructing the stochastic model of these random variables using the available information. Such an approach is very well adapted and very efficient to take into account the uncertainties on the computational model parameters as soon as the probability theory can be used. Nevertheless, the parametric probabilistic approach does not allow the modeling uncertainties to be taken into account. Two main methods can be used to take into account modeling uncertainties (modeling errors). The first one consists in introducing a stochastic model of the output-prediction-error, considered as a noise, which is the difference between the real system output and the computational model output. Such an approach is simple and efficient but requires a lot of experimental data in high dimension. The second one is based on the non parametric probabilistic approach of modeling uncertainties (modeling errors) based on the use of a reduced-order model and the random matrix theory. It consists in directly constructing the stochastic modeling of the operators of the mean computational model using the Maximum Entropy Principle. Concerning the coupling of the parametric probabilistic approach of the uncertainties on the computational model parameters with the nonparametric probabilistic approach of modeling uncertainties (modeling errors), a methodology has been proposed in computational mechanics [10, 11, 63] . This generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties in computational dynamics uses the random matrix theory. The proposed approach allows the prior stochastic model of each type of uncertainties (uncertainties on the computational model parameters and modeling uncertainties) to be separately constructed and identified. The modeling errors are not taken into account with the usual output-prediction-error method but with the nonparametric probabilistic approach.
In the context of this paper, the substructures (parts) of the assembly are supposed to be well-known: they are modelled by beams or plates of elastic material, therefore the associated model is supposed sufficiently accurate and its characteristics are supposed deterministic.
To take into account the variability of the actual behaviour of the joints, the parametric probabilistic framework is then adopted [12, 64] . To solve a dynamical problem in a probabilistic framework, methods based on statistical sampling, also referred to as Monte-Carlo methods, are straightforward, easy to implement and above all the most accurate methods as they statistically converge towards the exact solution of the stochastic problem [65, 66] . Even if they are also independent of the stochastic dimension of the problem and they allow to consider any level of variability for the considered parameters [67] , the computational cost necessary to ensure the convergence of the result drastically increases with the computational cost of a single deterministic computation of the studied structure. Numerous techniques, generally based on variance reduction or on computation parallelization, have been developed [68] , nevertheless for structural analysis these methods remain limited. As an alternative, non sampling methods have been developed in the last decades. Two particular approaches are mainly used in the literature to approximate the statistical properties of the response of a random system: the perturbation and the spectral methods [66, 69, 70] .
The Perturbation Method [69, 71, 72] is based on an approximation of the random variables of interest through the truncation of their Taylor expansion while the Spectral Stochastic Finite Element Method (SSFEM), introduced by Ghanem and Spanos [66] and inspired by Wiener's works [73] , is based on a discretization of the random variables of interest among a finite random space. The implementation of the Perturbation Method is pretty easy, nevertheless application of this expansion is generally limited to the second order and variations of the system parameters should remain small to guarantee the accurate Martin Ghienne, Luc Laurent & Claude Blanzé. Robust characterization of the vibrational behaviour of light assembled structures with random parameters. Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing, 136, 2020. doi: 10.1016/j.ymssp.2019.106510 estimation of statistical moments [69] . Recently, new approaches propose to use together the component mode synthesis and probabilistic uncertainty methods considering Perturbation Methods [74] [75] [76] . The SSFEM is based on the representation of any random variable in a basis of orthogonal polynomials of Gaussian Random variables called the Polynomial Chaos (PC). The coefficients of the decomposed random variable could be estimated using a Galerkin-based method and a Monte-Carlo sampling as described in [77] . This simulation-based method becomes quickly computationally intensive. Ghanem and Ghosh also propose to reduce the problem to a set of deterministic non-linear equations using an other Galerkin method. Alternatives to these intrusive approaches have been proposed to compute the response of a stochastic model using only calls to deterministic model. Some usual non-intrusive approaches based on PC expansion are presented by Blatman and Sudret [78] . Nevertheless, methods based on PC expansion appear to be complex to implement and require intensive computations in the case of high-order polynomials or a high number of random parameters. Sparse Polynomial Chaos method has been proposed by Blatman and Sudret [78] to decrease the computational time in a nonintrusive manner, nevertheless PC based methods remain complex to implement. In the context of this work, we choose to use a non-intrusive method referred to as the Stochastic Model Reduction (SMR) approach [27] . This approach benefits from simple implementation as perturbation methods and allows to consider random variables not limited to small variations. This approach will be briefly introduced in the following Section.
Stochastic Model (SMR)
This Section gives a short overview of the Stochastic Model Reduction approach referred hereafter as SMR approach. More details about the basic assumptions of this approach, comparisons with other classical methods and practical applications are available in the dedicated paper [27] or in [28] .
The general eigenvalue problem of undamped systems can be expressed for a problem with n d degrees of freedom by:
λ k ∈ R and k ∈ R n d are respectively the kth eigenvalue and the kth associated eigenvector. The eigenvector k is assumed to be mass normalized such that ⊤ k M k = 1. Matrices M(θ) ∈ R n d ×n d and K(θ) ∈ R n d ×n d represent the mass and stiffness matrices of the structure. Their randomness is due to the physical parameters of the structure such as mass density, Young's modulus or geometric properties. (Ω, F, p) is the abstract probability space associated with the underlying physical experiments. θ ∈ Ω is a basic event from the complete probability space Ω. The space of square integrable random variables is denoted by L 2 (Ω) and forms a Hilbert space with the norm ∥ · ∥ L2(Ω) . In this paper, E[·], Var[·] and σ[·] denote respectively the mathematical expectation, variance and standard deviation.
The SMR approach is presented here considering the case of an assembled structure composed of n substructures with n different Young's moduli (Y 1 , Y 2 , ..., Y n ). This case well fits the equivalent stiffness model of a bolted joint presented in the previous Section. Nevertheless, this formulation could also correspond to other problems, for example, a metallic structure provided with piezoelectric patches or a multi-materials glued structure. The Young's moduli are assumed to be the only random parameters in the considered problem. Thus the stiffness matrix K(θ) is a random matrix and M remains deterministic. The global stiffness matrix can be written according to different stiffness matrices relating to each substructure:
where γ i (θ) is the random parameter corresponding to the ith Young's modulus and defined as:
where Y 0i = E[Y i (θ)] and E[γ i (θ)] = 1. K i are the sensitivity stiffness matrices of the global stochastic stiffness matrix K(θ) with respect to the parameter γ i (θ). With this notation the stochastic behavior is only taken into account by the coefficient γ i (θ). These R n d ×n d matrices correspond in this linear case to a global sub-structure stiffness matrix obtained with the mean value of the Young's modulus (stiffness matrix of the sub-structure reshaped in the whole basis of degrees of freedom of the considered problem). In addition, K i (θ) are the global sub-structure stochastic stiffness matrices. The first assumption of the SMR approach is: considering a structure with random parameters, its eigenvalues are random but the corresponding eigenvectors are nearly deterministic. Then it is assumed that Young's moduli variations around an expected value do not change the structure eigenshapes. Therefore, the matrix of random eigenvectors corresponds to the matrix of eigenvectors calculated with the expected value parameters (θ) = . Thus, this assumption added to the mass normalization of eigenvectors k allows us to rewrite the kth random frequency as:
The coefficients λ ki of this expansion are deterministic. The randomness of the eigenvalue is only due to the input random parameters. As a consequence, this first refinement level enables us to obtain a closed form of the approximate eigenvalue for which the two first central moments of the random eigenvalues are obtained with no computational cost.
When the variability of the eigenshapes increases, it is no longer possible to approximate the random eigenvectors as deterministic eigenvectors. In order to accurately estimate the corresponding eigenvalues it is proposed to take into account the eigenshapes variability with a Taylor expansion about the point γ(θ) = γ 0 . This improvement is referred hereafter as SMR2.
The kth random eigenvalue λ k (γ(θ)) estimated using SMR2 can be written as:
For details on the computation of the derivatives of each eigenvector, reader could refer to [27, 28] . For actual structures, the set of random eigenvalues will contain either eigenvalues corresponding to almost deterministic eigenvectors and eigenvalues corresponding to random eigenvectors. The two refinement levels of the SMR approach have to be jointly used to ensure the best estimation of the whole set of random eigenvalues. To this purpose, a simple resolution approach is summarized on Figure 10 . This approach consists in adapting the invested computational resources to each random eigenvalue. First, all random eigenvalues are approximated with SMR1, assuming that all eigenvectors are deterministic. This first step provides an initial estimation of all eigenvalues. The next step consists in the validation of the SMR1 assumption. If not, it is necessary to refine the approximation. In the case of well separated eigenvalues, the eigenshape sensitivity with respect to the input parameters is small, the SMR1 assumption is then validated and the corresponding random eigenvalues is accurately estimated with SMR1. In the case of random eigenvalues neither clearly identified nor well separated, SMR2 is used to estimate a better approximation of the eigenvalues. Thus, the SMR2 method is applied on a reduced set of eigenvalues. To decide when the method should be refined, an indicator referred to as Proximity Factor is proposed. Computationally free, this indicator is based on the first two statistical moments of the random eigenfrequencies. Details on this indicator could be found in the dedicated paper [27] .
SMR approach has been widely tested in [27] on different test cases. In particular, the approach has been applied on an industrial structure modeled with a commercial software: the Ariane 5 payload adapter. This example illustrates the SMR efficiency in comparison with Monte-Carlo simulation on a 20 000 dof finite element model. The SMR approach has been implemented using Python language and coupled with MSC Nastran. The first two statistical moments of the payload adapter first ten random eigenfrequencies are accurately estimated with a computational time reduction from 16 h to 18 min (i.e. a time reduction of 98 %). The SMR approach will be used in the next Section in order to propose an efficient strategy to identify a stochastic model of joint.
Identification of a stochastic model of joint
This Section aims to define and identify a stochastic model of joint. This model can be defined by randomizing the parameter of the chosen nominal model of joint. This model is therefore defined as a random variable with an unknown distribution. A straightforward approach is used hereafter to characterize the probability density function (pdf) associated to this random variable.
Identification process with uncertainties
Non-parametric methods, for instance kernel-based methods [16, 79] , could be used to estimate the pdf of a random variable as soon as a relatively large set of samples is available. In this work, as only a limited amount of data is obtained from experiments, it is necessary to define a parametrized distribution associated to the unknown random variable. An expansion-type representation of the random variable could be employed, for instance using a polynomial chaos expansion, or the maximum entropy principle could be used as a more straightforward approach [10, 16] . This latter approach has been chosen for this work. The identification process of the stochastic model of the joint proposed here is to first identify an appropriate pdf associated to the random variable according to the maximum entropy principle. And, as a second step, the experimental identification of the parameters of the prior probability distribution of the random variable modeling uncertainties of the computational model parameters can be performed, either in minimizing a distance between the experimental observations and the random model observations (least-square method for instance), or in using the maximum likelihood method. In our case we used the first approach for the sake of simplicity.
According to the maximum entropy principle, a real-valued random variable X such as Supp(X) = ]0, +∞[, E[X] = m x and Var[X] = σ 2
x follows a Gamma distribution [80] . The pdf of the random joint stiffness K joint could therefore be modelled as a random variable with Gamma distribution. The parameters of the Gamma distribution α and β as K joint ⇝ Gamma(α, β) = Γ(α, β) are then given by
The scaling property of the Gamma distribution, whereby if Y ⇝ Gamma(α, β) = Γ(α, β), then for any c > 0, cY ⇝ Gamma(α, cβ), allows us to write the input random variables of the problem γ (see Equation (4)) as a function of the coefficient of variation δ = σ Kjoint / E[K joint ] of the joint stiffness:
The expectation and the standard deviation of the random variable to be identified are then sufficient to completely define its pdf. The identification process of the proposed stochastic model seeks to identify the first two statistical moments of the random joint stiffness corresponding to the observed variability of the dynamical characteristics of the studied structure. In other terms, we seek the first two statistical moments of the input random variable which minimize the error between the statistical moments of the experimental eigenfrequencies of the structure and the eigenfrequencies computed numerically [16] .
The computation of the statistical moment samples of the random eigenfrequencies of a structure would require a significant amount of computer resources if they were computed using a Monte-Carlo simulation. This method is thus not affordable for achieving the identification process. The SMR approach, presented on Section 3.2, allows to estimate the first two statistical moments of the random eigenfrequencies of a structure with a good precision and an extremely low computation time. It is therefore adapted to the proposed identification process and will be used in the following.
We define the following error for each statistical moment:
where ε E is the error on the expectation of the frame eigenfrequencies, ε δ the error on the coefficient of variation and N the number of considered eigenfrequencies of the frame. Notice that the experimental setup has been designed to favour inplane vibrations and the numerical model has been defined and updated to accurately represent the actual structure. Especially boundary conditions, excitation and localized masses have been precisely modelled [28] . Thus, there is no ambiguity in the correspondence between experimental and computed modes which has been checked using a laser scanning vibrometer. The stochastic model identification could then be performed in two steps. First, the expectation of the random variable is obtained minimizing the error ε E . Then the coefficient of variation is computed using this expectation and minimizing ε δ . Finally, according to Equation (9), the scaling property of the Gamma distribution allows to define the parameters of the Gamma distribution as a function of the statistical moments of the random variable. This completes the characterization of the input random variable.
Identification of the stochastic model of joint
The identification process of the stochastic model of joint seeks to identify the first two statistical moments of the random joint stiffness corresponding to the observed variability of the dynamical characteristics of the single bolted frame. The variability of the eigenfrequencies of a single bolted frame has been obtained experimentally using the experimental setup presented Section 2.2. To that end, the tightening load of the bolt and the structure excitation magnitude have been considered as being the two predominant parameters influencing the joint dynamical behaviour. This identification procedure has been applied for a configuration of the frame with only one bolt linked to its vertical beam as 0.0036 0.00013 0.0025 0.0046 0.00017 0.0047 0.0030 0.00096 0.0043 Table 3 : Variability of the experimental eigenfrequencies of the frame with a single bolt.
presented in Section 2.2. The experimental variability has been obtained by varying the bolted joint preload between the lowest and the strongest tightening levels defined in Section 2.2.1. Nine tightening levels have been considered. They are chosen to be non-linearly distributed in order to maximise the variability of the equivalent joint stiffness. More low tightening levels have been considered as the equivalent stiffness of the joint varies more when the joint interface is not fully sticked. This tightening level distribution allows us to span the entire range of the possible joint stiffness values with a relatively small number of experiments. The statistical moments of the experimental eigenfrequencies (required for the identification process presented on Section 4.1) are then computed from these experimental samples and are presented in the Table 3 .
In order to be able to characterize configurations of frame with more than one bolt, the case of a single bolted frame with a bolt on its horizontal beam has been also considered. Results are shown on Table 4 where index J vert refers to joints associated to a vertical beam of the frame and index J hor to joint on the horizontal beam. It can be noticed that the Young's modulus associated to the vertical joint is significantly lower than the Young's modulus of the material of the rest of the structure while the Young's modulus associated to the horizontal joint is of the same order of magnitude as the frame material. This can be explained by the different loading configurations of each joint.
Statistical moment of the joint stiffness
24 × 10 9 0.09 73.5 × 10 9 0.22 Gamma distribution parameters
0.0081 20.7 0.0484 Table 4 : Parameters of the joints stochastic models (J vert and J hor correspond to the joints respectively on the vertical and the horizontal beams of the frame). Reminder : the Young modulus of the other parts of the structure is Y alu = 65.5 GPa
Validation of the identification procedure
An a posteriori validation of the quality of the SMR results has been performed in order to ensure that, for the identified parameters mechanical random variables, the vibrational behaviour of the frame belongs to the validity domain of the SMR approach. The relative error of the first two statistical moments for the first ten random eigenfrequencies of the frame with only one bolt has been computed. The reference statistical moments have been computed from a 10 000 sample Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 11 shows this relative error for the two refinement levels of the SMR approach and for a classical second order perturbation method. The second order perturbation method (referred to as Pert2 on the figure) has been added to illustrate the benefits of the SMR approach on this method. It can be noticed that the expectation is estimated with an error less than a percent for both refinement levels of the SMR approach. The standard deviation is estimated with a maximal error of 2.1 % with SMR1 and less than a percent with SMR2. This can be explained by the relatively low variability of the random stiffness. Its coefficient of variation is indeed less than 0.1. The same validation has been performed for the frame with a single bolt on its horizontal beam. The maximum relative error on the estimation of the expectation of the first ten eigenfrequencies of this second configuration of frame is less than 0.2 % with SMR1 and far less than a percent with SMR2. For the standard deviation, the maximum error is 10 % with SMR1 and 1.8 % with SMR2. It can be concluded that the SMR approach can be used to 
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Standar S S P Figure 11 : Relative errors on the estimation of the statistical moments of the first ten random eigenfrequencies of the frame with only one bolt on its vertical beam. Pert2 denotes the second order perturbation method.
SMR1 is then used to simulate the vibrational behaviour of a frame with only one bolt taking into account the variability of the joint stiffness. In the remainder of this paper, we choose to present the stochastic FRF of the frames simulated with the SMR approach as follows:
• the mean FRF is plotted with full line, it is computed using the expectation of the random eigenvalues and the deterministic eigenvectors of the frame;
• the envelope curve which embraces the mean FRF is obtained using 10 000 sample of the independent random stiffnesses.
Notice that the lack of adapted representation tool has motivated the choice of an envelope curve to illustrate the variability of the vibrational behaviour of the frame. It is however possible to compute the probability of occurrence of each FRF in the envelope curve using the SMR approach if needed.
Using this representation, the experimental and simulated variability of the frame with only one bolt on its vertical beam are presented on Figure 12 . It can be noticed that the simulated stochastic behaviour of the frame fits well the variability observed experimentally. A shift of the mean of some eigenfrequencies is however observed for the highest frequencies. This drawback can be attributed either to the chosen beam model of the frame or to the numerical representation of boundary conditions as this misfit is also observed for a monolithic frame. Equivalent results have been obtained for the case of a frame with only one bolt on its horizontal beam. Therefore, this second case would not be developed here. Figure 13 : Multi-bolted frame configurations.
Robust characterization of the vibrational behaviour of multi-bolted frame
A stochastic model of joint has been defined and validated for each configuration of joint of the studied frame. Even if the nominal model of joint has raised some limitations, this allows us to robustly characterize the vibrational behaviour of any configuration of frame with several joints. This Section aims to validate the applicability of the stochastic model of joint to multi-bolted frame. In particular, frame with respectively two and four bolts as shown on Figure 13 are concerned here. The stochastic response simulated with the SMR approach and the stochastic models of joint is compared to the experimental variability of the two studied frame in order to validate the proposed approach.
Two-bolted frame
First, the experimental variability of the vibrational behaviour of a two-bolted frame, as defined Figure 13a , is characterized. The tightening of each bolt and the magnitude of excitation of the frame are considered as control parameters. Two magnitudes of excitation are considered and three tightening torque for each bolt are considered corresponding to low, medium and high tightening levels as defined Section 2.2.1. The experimental variability of the frame is obtained using a full factorial experiment considering the three tightening levels (referred from 1 to 3 in Table 5 ) for each of the two joints (referred to as bolt A and B in Table 5 ) and the two magnitudes of excitation. The influence of the tightening sequence has not been considered in this study to limit the duration of the experimental campaign and because this aspect has already been addressed in the literature [29, 81] . Figure 14 shows the variability of the frame FRF simulated with SMR1 and SMR2. The Young's moduli associated with each joint of the frame are defined as random variables with Gamma distribu- Bolt A  1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3  Bolt B  1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3   High magnitude  Bolt A  1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3  Bolt B  1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 The envelope of these FRF are obtained with 1000 independent samples of the random stiffnesses associated with each joint. It can be noticed that the difference between the results obtained with SMR1 and SMR2 is not significant. This suggests that, as for the single-bolt test case, SMR1 is sufficient for this frame with two bolts. A shift between experimental and simulated nominal eigenfrequencies at high frequency is observed and can be explained again by the limitations of the finite element model of the frame, the numerical representation of the boundary conditions and the simplicity of the mechanical model used for the joint. Despite the use of a very simple model of the assembled structure, the comparison between the simulated results and the experimental variability illustrates that the stochastic simulation of the frame allows to forecast the experimental variability of this frame configuration.
Fully bolted frame
Finally, the case of a fully bolted frame, as presented on Figure 13b , is considered. The experimental variability of the vibrational behaviour of this frame is characterized considering the preload of each bolt and the magnitude of excitation as control parameters. Two magnitude levels defined as Section 5.1 are considered. Due to the number of joints of the fully bolted frame (4 bolts), the number of tightening level considered here is limited to the two levels corresponding to low and high level as defined Section 2.2.1. The high tightening level could be seen as an actual standard assembly configuration and the low level as a defective joint. Two designs of experiments have been defined depending on the magnitude of excitation of the frame. The low excitation magnitude is defined as the maximum magnitude ensuring a linear behaviour of the structure. The experimental measurement of the frame FRF is relatively fast for each configuration Table 7 : Partial factorial experiment used for high magnitude of excitation. of joint tightening. A full factorial experiment defined on Table 6 is then considered. Index 1 and 3 correspond respectively to low and high tightening levels. A configuration with medium tightening (index 2) of each bolt is also considered. On the other hand, the high excitation magnitude is five times higher than the lower one and non-linear phenomena occur. For this reason, the FRF acquisition for high magnitude is much longer and a reduced experimental plan is considered. Defined on Table 7 , this experimental plan considers the cases of each bolt tightened with the highest level (index 3) except one. The remaining joint is then assimilated as a defective joint. It is tightened with the lowest level (index 1). The three cases where each bolt has the same tightening level, respectively low, medium and high, are also considered. Again, the tightening sequence has been imposed and is not considered as a source of variability in this application. This does not exclude to consider this parameter for actual industrial applications.
The experimental FRF are presented on Figure 16 . The stochastic simulation of the fully bolted frame is performed using the finite element model shown on Figure 15 . The equivalent stiffness of the boundary conditions has been identified in a preliminary study. The same applies for the stiffness k S of the stinger used between the shaker and the point of application on the frame. The joint stiffnesses of this frame referred to as Y A (θ), Y B (θ), Y C (θ) and Y D (θ) are modelled as random variables with Gamma distributions. The first statistical moments of these random variables are settled such as: The average FRF and the envelope FRF obtained with 1000 samples of the input random stiffnesses have been computed with SMR1 and SMR2 and are presented on Figure 16 . As for the case of the frame with two bolts, it can be noticed that results obtained with SMR1 and SMR2 are slightly similar, which illustrates that SMR1 is again sufficient to characterize the vibrational behaviour of this frame. It can be noticed that the simulated vibrational behaviour of the fully bolted frame does not properly fit the experimental FRF. Moreover this assessment must be considered in the light of the simplicity of the model used for modelling the whole structure especially the joints. Overall, the variability of the vibrational behaviour of this structure is well predicted, nevertheless, the simulation results show that averaged eigenfrequencies are slightly over-estimated for the highest eigenfrequency. In addition, these frequency shifts could be partly explained by the fact that this frame is statically indeterminate. Van Buren et al. [29] have observed experimentally that the tightening sequence of a bolted assembly has a significant influence on the structure eigenfrequency. More specifically, the bolt tightening sequence induces some additional stress in joint's interfaces. Consequently, the initial stress state of the joints of the fully bolted frame could differ from the initial state of the joint used for the identification procedure. This phenomenon is probably accentuated by the aluminium-aluminium contact characteristics which facilitate the stick of the joint interfaces. As a consequence, the stick of the joint interface stiffens the joints and tends to increase the eigenfrequencies.
Conclusion
This paper presents a straightforward approach to implement numerical tools allowing to robustly design light assembled structures. The proposed strategy is based on a separation of the difficulties and assumes that the uncertainties of the whole problem are located in the interfaces between the parts of the assembly whereas the parts are linear and deterministic. As a first step, a nominal model of joint is selected and identified. In the context of this work, this identification procedure is based on an experimental setup in order to ensure a certain consistency with the actual behaviour of lightweight structures. As a second step, this nominal model is extended to propose a stochastic model of joint by randomizing its parameters according to the maximum entropy principle. Finally, a stochastic model identification procedure is proposed. This identification is based on the non-intrusive approach referred to as the Stochastic Model Reduction (SMR) approach [27] . The commercial software MSC Nastran has been used to obtain the mathematical operators required to built SMR. This procedure, which can be seen as an approximation of the maximum likelihood principle, is defined as an optimisation Martin Ghienne, Luc Laurent & Claude Blanzé. Robust characterization of the vibrational behaviour of light assembled structures with random parameters. Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing, 136, 2020. doi: 10.1016/j.ymssp.2019.106510 problem and takes advantage of the accuracy and efficiency in terms of computation time of the SMR approach. A representative academic structure inspired by work from the literature [29] has been chosen as a guideline for this work. This structure, corresponding to a frame made of three bolted beams, is used to develop and illustrate each step of the construction of the stochastic model of joint. The last part of this work allows to validate the proposed approach using two configurations of bolted frame. The experimental variability of the vibrational behaviour of these frames is compared to the variability computed with the stochastic model of joint and the SMR approach. It is concluded that, although the "just sufficient" nominal model (on which the stochastic model is based) seems to be sensitive to the bolt tightening procedure, the proposed approach allows to tackle the variability of the actual structure using a pragmatic and straightforward procedure. Despite this approach has been implemented considering the case of a light assembled structures, it can be easily extended to massive 3D assembled structures or to glued structures or structures with multi-material.
At last, one of the current limitations of the proposed approach lies in the identification procedure of the stochastic model of joint presented here. Indeed, it is based on the experimental variability of the structure which could be time consuming to obtained. Moreover, it requires to realize several configurations of the studied structure which could also represent a certain financial cost. A numerical experiment based on a high fidelity numerical model (microscopic scale) of the joint would allow to overcome these drawbacks. This numerical tool would also provide a good framework to investigate on which physical parameters could be behind the limitation of the nominal model of joint used in this present paper. In addition, future works will focus on the consideration of damping in the whole mechanical model and especially in the joint behaviour. Damping could also be considered as a source of uncertainty, this would allow us to improve the stochastic prediction of assembled structures. Since the efficient stochastic model is built and precisely identified, development of efficient robust design strategies for industrial applications in dynamics constitutes an highly interesting outlook.
